In a growing global economy

Our business model is quite simple and centered

finding the right resources for large scale IT implementations is becoming increasingly complex and time-consuming.

around three main principles:

Wouldn't it be great to have available on demand the best
technical consultants and project managers as key members
of your team?

GRIDMS (Grid Mining Services, Inc.) is an
emerging business and technology firm
which has built a reputation on outsourcing expertise and talent for a specialized
technology market. A small firm, working
on a global scale, we have provided some
of the best technical resources to a number of the most
important implementations in the world.
Our clients include: Atlanta Gas Light, Chattanooga Natural
Gas, Sequent Energy Management, AGL Networks, Emory
University, and Sanmina-Sci among others.
GRIDMS is a specialized global supplier of

highly skilled workforces
o
o
o
o

Business intelligence analysts
Advanced technical consultants
Professional IT developers
Integration infrastructure and middleware specialists

We provide enterprise software certified experts, such as
SAP R/3, mySAP Business Suite, SAP NetWeaver, Oracle
Applications, Oracle Fusion Middleware, J2EE and Microsoft
.Net technical consultants and developers, with excellent
communication skills and a deep understanding of our
client’s business needs. The right profile for modern

o Outstanding customer service
o Sound business and technical expertise
o Dependable quality
Stated simply, having access to the best people, the
best technology and the best business practices creates
an immediate formula for success. That's why our
core philosophy can be said in a single line:

Ordinary professionals doing extraordinary
things ©
Our group of

IT developers and technical consultants
can help remove the burden of managing complex
back-office technical functions by mitigating scalability
and performance issues, supporting your IT department initiatives to modernize, organize and simplify its
infrastructure; therefore producing immediate measurable results.
Our unique training methodology ensures that you
receive high quality professionals, proven business technology, and talent delivered directly to your door;

no

freelancers, no body shop, but true business partners with the right skills and motivation to understand
your unique business culture.

implementation teams.
For more information please visit:
www.gridminingservices.com

